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General Comments
Once again most candidates for each option in Unit 1 appear to have been well prepared for the
examination. There was, as is to be expected, a wide variety of responses but, as indicated in the Reports
for 2009, most candidates approach the questions with some attempt to focus on the question set and
to attempt an analytical response. Considering the time limit for the examination it is commendable that
candidates can produce two well structured answers, with little evidence of mismanagement of their time.
Interestingly, most candidates answer the questions in the order in which they appear on the question paper
even if they are less confident with the first topic covered. However, there are some areas (discussed below)
that centres should consider when preparing their candidates for the Unit 1 examination.
The first two examination sessions of this new unit were complicated by the fact that a minority of students
did not write their answers on the pages allocated in the answer booklet. A minor redesign of the booklet
has, thankfully, eliminated this problem completely.
It is perhaps worth reminding centres that Unit 1 tests AO1(a) and AO1(b). AO1(a) is concerned with
the recall, selection and deployment of historical knowledge, and the communication of knowledge and
understanding of history in a clear and effective manner. AO1(b) tests the ability to demonstrate an
understanding of the past through explanation, analysis and making judgements (the objectives are printed
in full on page 10 of the specification). Examiners reported that candidates are becoming increasingly expert
in developing some form of explanation or analysis and can, with varying degrees of effectiveness, frame
their answer on the question. This skill alone, however, is not in itself sufficient to allow access to Levels
3 and above. The explanation must be supported and developed with a range of relevant and accurate
material which allows the points made to stand up effectively. While some candidates still rely on extended
passages of free-standing narrative, there were many whose limited or generalised knowledge, or even a
considerable amount of incorrect information, affected the quality of their answers overall.
A welcome development is that planning of answers was much more apparent during this session than
previously. Candidates should be encouraged to write brief but focused plans; some covered two pages and
reduced the amount of time available for the answer itself. Planning will not be effective, however, unless
candidates have studied the question and have understood precisely what is being asked of them. Answers
at Level 4 require the response to relate well to the focus of the question and to show understanding
of the key issues, and must be supported with a range of accurate relevant information. Once again, an
appreciation of the time span set in the question is vital, but this links with an understanding of the whole
question. This matter will be dealt with in greater detail in the reports on each question, but three examples
highlight this point. Question D6 asked ‘How far was Lenin responsible for the Bolsheviks’ growing hold on
power in the years 1917-24?’ The phrase ‘growing hold on power’ suggests that the period under discussion
is from the October/November coup of 1917 to Lenin’s death in January 1924, since Lenin and the
Bolsheviks did not exercise state power before this time. Several candidates, however, apparently saw the
key words ‘Lenin’ and ‘1917’ and wrote extensively on the Provisional Government before ending up, briefly,
on the years to 1924. A few did not get beyond October/November. Many of the answers to C6 selected
supporting evidence more relevant to the abolition of the slave trade in 1807 than the abolition of slavery in
1833. As indicated in 2009 there are also still many answers to F7 that confuse the hyper-inflation of 1923
with the Wall St. Crash of 1929.
Some of the most effective answers are those which produce a succinct introduction clearly focused on the
question asked and four or more well focused, analytical and evaluative paragraphs, with a clear conclusion
answering the question asked. The long contextual introduction of the 45 minute essay is not necessary
for the extended answers of a 35-40 minute response. Introductions which show an understanding of
the contribution of the highlighted factor/event/individual/concept and refer to its relative importance
compared to other factors or relative success/significance give some indication as to whether the candidate
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has understood the focus of the question; as does some indication of the time span involved. The questions
require a judgement to be made but it is important that the conclusion sums up the argument made in the
body of the essay.
Several questions invited a consideration of economic factors in determining an outcome. It was clear,
across all six options, that many candidates are not comfortable addressing economic issues, and seemed
uncertain of just what constituted an economic factor or economic conditions. In some cases, notably
Questions B1 and C6, many simply ignored the given factor in the question in favour of other material with
which they were familiar.
As always, the quality of written communication can have a marginal effect on candidates’ attainment.
Written communication is an assessed element of Unit 1 and this is clearly outlined in the mark schemes.
Effective communication depends on a number of skills being deployed, and it is regrettable to record once
again that very many candidates do not use capital letters appropriately, fail to spell common historical
terms correctly, and do not shape their answer into appropriate and coherent paragraphs. Some only use
capitals for inappropriate abbreviations. Naturally, developed literacy skills are a whole centre issue, but it
might be worth pointing out to candidates that their communication will be taken into account, however
marginally, in determining their final mark.

Question 1
Most candidates for Option B1 answered Question 1, though most of these had difficulty explaining the
social and economic elements required. Perhaps with last summer’s question in mind, candidates referred
extensively to the fact that the Holy Roman Empire was divided into many small states, though links with
the given factor were not securely established. Even many better candidates were unable to offer more
than generalised comments about inflation, tithes and taxes, with some defining economic factors purely
in terms of tithes. There is a widespread misunderstanding among candidates about the Papacy’s role in
taxation within Germany at this time. Most assume that the Church took more in taxes from the German
people than any other body or ruler. Social factors were often understood in terms of the attitudes and
behaviour of successive Popes in the early 16th century. Having dealt with the given factor, often in a
cursory way, many candidates went on to deliver a narrative of events from 1517-1555, with particular
emphasis on the years to 1525. Candidates should be reminded that free-standing narrative will not score
very highly. Many did not notice the link between the printing press and social factors, invariably treating
them as separate, unrelated aspects of the answer. Some of the best answers understood these links and
referred to the popularity of Lutheran pamphlets from as early as 1520. More might have been made of
the urbanization of Germany, and of the ease with which imperial cities and Hanseatic towns adopted
Lutheranism; the role of established trade routes might also have been investigated.
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Examiner Comments
Some appreciation of economic and social factors how these link to the spread of Lutheranism.
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Examiner Comments
Well focused on social and economic matters, considering the impact of plagues, reduced wages,
food shortages and the decline of feudalism.
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Examiner Comments
A clear link is established between the given factor and the corruption of the Church.
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Examiner Comments
Comments on the role of trade and the spread of new ideas are effectively made.
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Examiner Comments
A strong section on how social change led to urbanisation, the growth of universities and the
spread of new ideas.
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Examiner Comments
Notes here how Luther’s ideas struck a chord with the German people.
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Examiner Comments
Mentions the role of the princes, and the importance of Frederick the Wise.

History 6HI01/B
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Examiner Comments
A well developed section on the distractions faced by Charles V, and the consequent growing
independence of the princes.
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Examiner Comments
Charles’ attempts to halt the spread of Lutheranism - and why these failed.
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Examiner Comments
The answer is strongly focused on the question. A number of relevant factors are addressed, with
plenty of discussion of the given factor. Analytical throughout, and there is a clear understanding
of the key reasons for the spread of Lutheranism. Appropriate selection of material, confidently
handled.
A Level 5 response: mid Level 5 overall. 28 marks.
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Examiner Comments
Weak comments on the given factor but is aware of other relevant points.
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Examiner Comments
Addresses the given factor, mentioning Papal taxation and bad harvests. A weak explanatory
point at the end of the paragraph.
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Examiner Comments
Mentions social and economic conditions in the towns, but the points raised could be secured
with more developed material.
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Examiner Comments
Considers another factor, the role of the printing press. This point might have been linked to
social conditions and growing literacy.
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Examiner Comments
Another factor is addressed, the role of the princes in the spread of Lutheranism. Developed
material on Frederick the Wise, the Peasant War and the Schmalkaldic League.
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Examiner Comments
The answer maintains a focus on the question and understands the importance of some key
issues. The points raised are supported by a range of accurate factual material. Development
is secure on the printing press and the princes, but less convincing when addressing the given
factor.
A Level 4 analytical approach; low Level 4 because of the weaker material on social and
economic conditions.
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Question 2
Some Level 5 answers displayed detailed knowledge and understanding of Luther’s role in the years from
1525. His role in the Peasant War was contextualized with reference to his growing influence since 1517,
though some candidates dwelt too long of this period, which was not asked for in the question. Many
understood that the Peasant War was a pivotal event which established Luther as a social conservative,
but this was often not linked securely to his role thereafter. Few mentioned the German mass of 1526 or
the German Bible of 1534, or that Luther’s reputation was seriously damaged by the Philip of Hesse affair.
Some candidates provided a range of useful material on the role of the princes in defending and establishing
Lutheranism in various parts of Germany; the importance of the Schmalkaldic League was understood by
most. Future candidates might note that the German Reformation did not end in 1525, and that Luther’s
influence was affected by the growth of other reforming groups, including Calvinism, and by intense
theological debates such as the Marburg Colloquy.
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Examiner Comments
This is a wide-ranging answer which is focused on the question of Luther’s influence after 1525. The
candidate notes that Luther’s influence remained strong thanks to the printing press, which enabled
the spread of the Great and Small Catechisms. However, Luther’s influence was seriously damaged by
his opposition to the Peasant War and the Philip of Hesse scandal in the early1540s. The importance of
the Marburg Colloquy is examined, and its role in the deteriorating relationship with Zwingli. The role
of the princes in protecting the German reformation is considered, and there is an effective conclusion
which notes that, while Luther was the initiator of the Reformation, its spread outgrew his capabilities.
This is an analytical and directed answer which shows clear understanding of the issues involved, and
is strongly supported by a range of well chosen material. Mid Level 5: 28 marks.
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Question 3
Most candidates understood the role and importance of the reforming Popes well and provided a range of
impressive knowledge on prominent personalities. However, less secure knowledge was displayed about the
actions taken by successive Popes to strengthen Papal authority. The creation of the Consilium was known,
but few mentioned the disciplinary force of both the Inquisition and the Index, or the decision to implement
the decrees of the Council of Trent. The Tridentine reforms were well understood, and many were aware of
the significance of the Jesuits in supporting the Papacy and in carrying out its will.
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Examiner Comments
The introduction notes the significance of the Jesuits and the Council of Trent, but not of the given
factor.
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Examiner Comments
Some contextual material on Leo X and the Fifth Lateran Council

History 6HI01/B
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Examiner Comments
Understands the importance of the Consilium and the Inquisition, but supporting development is
not extensive.
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Examiner Comments
A developed section on the role of the Jesuits in strengthening Papal authority. Notes the
importance of the nobility in this respect - and of Sigismund III

History 6HI01/B
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Examiner Comments
Notes the role of the Papacy as a whole, but comments are not developed - nor is the final
sentence.

Examiner Comments
The answer is focused on the question of Papal authority. There is a good section on the Jesuits,
but the given factor is not strongly addressed, though the candidate is aware of its importance.
The analytical approach allows for Level 4, but supporting development is not convincing overall.
Thus a low Level 4 mark of 19 is awarded.
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Question 4
There was some confusion in candidates’ minds about deciding who exactly were the Catholic rulers
holding back the Counter Reformation. Various suggestions included Ferdinand and Isabella in Spain and
even Charles V. Some candidates, who clearly knew a lot about various Popes, decided that ‘Catholic rulers’
meant the Papacy, and tried to argue that Leo X and others had held back the Counter Reformation. The
importance of Philip II was not well known, and few noted that when the Tridentine decrees were imposed
on the Netherlands they became a significant factor in the outbreak of the Dutch revolt. A few noted that
Mary Tudor failed in her attempts to re-establish Catholicism in England, while a small number were able to
identify the importance of Sigismund III of Poland in the Counter Reformation.
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Examiner Comments
There is some confusion in this answer between the Catholic Reformation and the Counter
Reformation. Thus the Renaissance papacies of Julius II and Leo X are not directly relevant to
the question. However, the answer becomes more focused when assessing the role of Philip II as
the defender of Christendom against the Turks, and when considering his support for Catholicism
in the Netherlands and for the Guise faction against the Huguenots in France. The significance
of the enacting of the Tridentine decrees in Spain is also noted. There is a strong section on
the alliance between the Dukes of Bavaria and the Jesuits and their campaign against German
Lutherans.
The answer is a high Level 4 analysis with a clear examination of the roles of Philip II and the
Dukes of Bavaria. The section on the Renaissance papacy might be considered as contextual
knowledge at best. High Level 4 overall: 23 marks.

Question 5
There were a small number of answers to this question, and the standard overall was commendably high.
Candidates were aware of the unpopularity of Alba’s rule, and could trace the growing hostility towards him in
the years to 1572, when the imposition of the Tenth Penny drove many to commit their support to Orange and
thus to the revolt. Some excellent and evaluative answers were balanced and even nuanced, allowing secure
entry into Level 5.
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Examiner Comments
The introduction suggests the examination of a number of relevant factors. The candidate goes
on to examine in some depth the role of Alba and his government, noting how the execution of
leading nobles, the Council of Troubles and the Tenth Penny, all served to alienate the grandees
from Spanish government. Other factors include Philip II’s lack of understanding of the situation
in the Netherlands, his failure to consult the grandees, and his obstinate attitude to religious
matters. There is also some assessment of the country’s growing economic difficulties, and the
answer finished with an effective challenge to the question.
The answer is a low Level 5 response. There is an attempt to evaluate a number of relevant
points, but there is a slight lack of balance here because no attempt has been made to consider
the role of the Sea Beggars and of Orange in the outbreak of the revolt; and these are important
omissions which gives the answer a slight lack of balance. 25 marks.
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Question 6
There were too few answers to permit a meaningful report.

Question 7
Comments on other papers throughout Unit One suggest that many candidates are not comfortable with
considering economic factors, and Question 7 is no exception. Many simply referred to bad weather and a
mini ice-age, decided that they had covered economic factors, and moved on. Some offered interpretations
which stated that bad weather led to an economic slump which inevitably led to accusations of witchcraft.
Better answers noted that many women over the age of 50 lived alone and were often an economic burden
on their family or village, while others noted the devastation caused by war, widespread and intermittent
famines, and the decline in the standard of living, especially in Germany. Of the other factors which were
addressed, the most popular were the impact of religious change and intense persecution in several border
areas. A welcome development is the investigation of the changing concept of evil in the world, especially
the role of the devil. Examiners are advised that a broad study of this kind does rely on using particular
cases within the context of wider trends. It is encouraging to see that centres are carrying out detailed
investigations of their own to illuminate the nature and extent of the witchcraze; supporting exemplification
was often impressive.
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Examiner Comments
An explanatory focus, but reference to the given factor and other factors is not secure.

Examiner Comments
Suggests that rural poverty influenced the witchcraze, but the example given is not securely linked.
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Examiner Comments
Provides two other factors, the role of individuals and religion. Supporting information is not
strong, especially on James VI.
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Examiner Comments
There is a brief reference in the introduction of ‘pestilence, plague and failed harvests’, but these
points are not developed elsewhere. The given factor is considered with regard to poverty and the
opportunities for economic gain, but support is limited. Other factors are noted, but almost only in
passing.
Answers which consider a number of relevant factors might be considered for Level 4, but this
answer cannot reach more than mid Level 3. There is an explanatory focus here, but supporting
development is not secure or, in the case of Ban de la Roche, only weakly linked to the question.
The qualities of Level 3 are displayed, so mid Level 3, 16 marks.
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History 6HI01/B
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Examiner Comments
The answer shows security with the given factor. The candidate notes the importance of inflation
during the period, and its serious effects of the lower classes of society. High levels of crop failure
are discussed, and there are some interesting references to the declining economic status of women
over time. A clear link is established between the little ice age, crop failures, infant mortality and
withcraft accusations. Other relevant factors include the developing stereotype of the witch and
the importance of the rediscovery of ancient texts in fashioning that image.
Level 5 analysis and evaluation: 26 marks.

Question 8
Very few candidates answered the question without making at least some reference to named prominent
individuals. The very best noted that some individuals could aid or hinder the intensity of witch persecution.
James VI, Balthasar Nuss and Christian IV of Denmark were often used to illustrate the former, with Salazar used
prominently for the latter. Many showed a strong appreciation of the changes in European judicial systems which
meant that accusations against individuals often led to the arrest and trial of a large number of ‘accomplices’.
The importance of the Carolina was also understood. Some answers referred to individuals encountered in case
studies whose prominence in promoting the intensity of persecution was questionable.

Examiner Comments
A clear and straightforward plan.
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Examiner Comments
The introduction shows a strong understanding of the patterns of persecution, and suggests
several factors for subsequent development.

History 6HI01/B
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Examiner Comments
Addresses the given factor with some well chosen examples.

Examiner Comments
Historiographical references are not necessary at AS level, but this point is well made.
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Examiner Comments
Notes the importance of Elizabeth I and Queen Christina in limiting the intensity of persecution.

Examiner Comments
Detailed reference to changes in the legal systems, noting the importance of the inquisitorial
system, the Carolina, and the use or absence of torture.
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Examiner Comments
Good use of specific examples.
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Examiner Comments
Examines the role of religion and religious instability, with developed reference to Switzerland.

Examiner Comments
Introduces a further factor, that of varying beliefs in witchcraft and of the devil. Supported by
specific references to Germany, Scotland and Italy.
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Examiner Comments
Concludes by assessing the significance of the given factor.
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Examiner Comments
The answer is an analytical one which evaluates the significance of the given factor and other
relevant points. There is a sustained focus on the question, and the points examined are
supported with wide-ranging and well-chosen information which has clear range and depth.
This is a Level 5 response, awarded 28 marks.
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Examiner Comments
Limited introduction.

Examiner Comments
Aware of the activities of Matthew Hopkins, but supporting development is generalised.
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Examiner Comments
Also refers to James VI, but with no specific exemplification.
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Examiner Comments
Unclear and speculative comments on Spain and France.
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Examiner Comments
The conclusion includes some relevant information, but in the form of simple rather than
developed statements.
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Examiner Comments
The answer fits the Level 2 generic descriptor. There is a series of simple statements here,
with some accurate and relevant material offered in support. The focus is implicit rather than
explicit, and links between the points made are not clear. Material throughout the answer is not
developed very far.
High Level 2 for considering more than one point: 11 marks.
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Question 9
The question was answered by only a small number of candidates. Many adopted a narrative approach, especially
when considering Cromwell’s intervention at Drogheda. On the other hand, there were some impressive answers
which recognized that the whole question of ‘control’ was relative and could be placed into a wider context.
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Examiner Comments

The answer sustains a focus on the question with a clearly analytical approach. The candidate
notes the serious nature of the 1641 rising, and that the retaliation against English and Scottish
settlers posed a serious threat to English rule, as well as helping to ignite the English Civil War.
Cromwell’s intervention, especially at Drogheda and Wexford, is well documented, transforming
the Confederate War into a religious conflict. Ireton’s scorched earth campaign and the harsh
policies of land redistribution show how seriously the English took the Confederate threat, and the
concluding comment on James II shows how effectively the threat was eliminated.
Analytical and focused, with a clear understanding of the key issues involved. Well supported by a
range of accurate and well chosen material; and the quality of communication is high. Low Level
5: 25 marks.
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Question 10
There were too few answers to permit a meaningful report.

Question 11
A small number of candidates attempted Question 11. Several answers were very well argued and with
good supporting material which explained Habsburg success. Some set the strength of the Habsburg forces
against the obvious weakness of their opponents; even the intervention of Gustavus Adolphus failed to do
more than dent Habsburg power. While some candidates assessed the role of Wallenstein in considerable
detail, many displayed little detailed knowledge of his leadership, beyond his victory at Lützen in 1632.

Question 12
Several candidates appeared to be expecting a question on the terms of the Peace of Westphalia; they
seemed to own that knowledge but were unable to relate it to the question being asked. Better answers
accessed the higher mark levels because they were able to discuss the outcome of Westphalia in terms of
Habsburg power within the Empire, the establishing of a religious peace, and the shifting balance of power in
Europe, notably the growing power of France and Brandenburg.
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Examiner Comments

The answer does not describe the terms of the Peace of Westphalia, but instead focuses directly
on its consequences. There are securely developed comments on the impact of the peace on
France, removing its fear of Habsburg encirclement; and of Swedish control in the Baltic, with
consequences for the spread of Lutheranism. The sovereignty of the German states is assessed, not
only in political terms, but also because the religious wars in Germany had finally come to an end.
The suggestion that the most important outcome of Westphalia was that it ended the war is an
interesting one, and this point is effectively made.
Some comments in the answer about the rise of Germany may not stand up to close examination,
but that should not detract from the fact that the candidate has developed a strong argument on
the question, has not fallen into narrative at any point, and has communicated effectively. This
may not be a perfect answer, but for a candidate writing under pressure for less than 40 minutes
it is an impressive achievement. High Level 5: 29 marks.

Questions 13 and 14
There were too few answers to permit meaningful reports.
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Mark Ranges and Award of Grades
Maximum Mark (Raw)

Mean Mark

Standard Deviation

34.4

11.1

60
Grade

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

Raw boundary mark

60

44

38

32

27

22

Uniform boundary mark

100

80

70

60

50

40

19.4

45.2

62.7

75.8

86.7

% Candidates
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